
others have used completely different functions for beta
particle and photon dosimetry (7,12).

In the present article it is shown that a previously intro
duced point-source function for beta particles (11) is
equally valid for photons. This function is empirical and

four fittingparametersembedded in it were calculated on
the basis of Berger's tables for the energy deposition in
water by photons from point isotropic sources (13) and the
absorbed dose distribution around point sources of beta
particles (14).

The fact that one function can be used to calculate ab
sorbed-dose distributions for photons and beta particles
provides considerable computational advantages in analyt

ical and numerical solutions of dosimetry problems. This is
demonstratedby deriving an analytical solution of the ab
sorbed-dose distributions within and outside of spheres
containing a uniform distribution of photon or beta particle
activity. The analytical solution should prove useful in the
computationof S factors for tumorswhich can be modeled
as spheres, which has been done in radioimmunotherapy
(Rfl) dosimetry (15â€”17).It is emphasized, however, that
the equations provided in the Appendix obviate the need
for tables of S factors for spherical volume sources of
photons and beta particles. Indeed, they provide informa
tion about absorbed-dosegradientsthat are not included in
tables and would be difficult, if not impossible, to tabulate.
More generally, these solutions are applicable to the do
simetry of a variety of radionucides, including those that
are of radiobiologicalinterest.

The notationfor absorbed-dose rate and dose developed
by the MIRD Committee (18) is used throughout this arti
dc. The MIRD schema provides a flexible and compact set
of equations in terms of absorbed fractions which is par
ticularly useful in macrodosimetzy and dosimetiy on the
cellularand subcdllularlevels. The complexity of formulas
for computing absorbed fractions depends on the point
source function used and the geometry under consider
ation. For spherical geometiy and the point-source func
tion employed in this article, these formulas are quite
lengthy and have, therefore, been put into an appendix.
The results presented in the body of this articleare focused
on several aspects of absorbed-dose calculations. These
include an examinationof gradientsin absorbed-dose rates

The purpose of this investigationwas to develop a unifiedand
@calmethod for photon and beta particle doalmetry.

Methods: Thiswas achaved bydevelopinga point-sourcetune
tion that is equally valid for photons and beta particles. This
functioncontalns fourfittingparameters. These were computed
on the basis of BerWs tables for a wide range of photon and
beta particle energias. E@lcft formulas were derived for the
absorbed fraction withinand outside of spheres containinga
uniform distribution of actMty. For photons, calculations of the
absorbed fractionat the center of spheres were compared with
the resultsofMonteCarlocalculations.The twomethodsylekied
essentiallyidenticalresults, validatingthe approach used in this
study. Results: The results of this study show that there are
absorbed-dose gradientsas a functionofdistance fromthe can
terofa sphere. These should be taken into account in absorbed
dose calculations.Forbeta particles,itis shownexplicitlythatfor
spheres witha radiusof0.08 cm, absorbed-dose rates from1311
and @Â°Vbeta particles are equal. Conclusion: M important
feature of this work is that calculations can be made on the
macroscopic,ceIILMrand subcellularlevels.The approach em
ployed and results obtained in this work should be particularly
usefultortumordosimetry InradiOnUdidetherapyand applicable
raoiobldogicalinvestigations.

Key Words: dosimetry;photon dosimetry;beta particledosim
etry
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t has long been recognized that knowledge of absorbed
dose distributions arising from distributed sources of radio
activity is of fundamental importance in physics, biology
and nuclear medicine (1â€”3).In particular,the use of beta
particle point-source functions or point kernels, in conjunc
tion with the superpositionprinciple(4), has led to a better
understandingof absorbed-dose distributionsfor a variety
of source and absorberconfigurations(1-12). Point-source
functions have also been employed in photon dosimetiy;
some authors have suggested that these functions be the
same or nearly the same as for beta particles (1,3,5) and
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within and outside of spherical source volumes of photons
and beta particles.

METhODS

Photons
In conformity with the MIRD convention (18), Berger (13)

expressed the absorbed-doserate at a distance r from a point
source of monoenergetic photons in an unbounded homogeneous
medium in the form

with

Foramonoenergeticphotonsourcevolume,theabsorbed-dose
ratemaybe writtenin theform

L@r)= Eq.5

whereCis themeanactivityperunitmass(Bq/kgor @Ci/g)and4
is the absorbed fraction. In contrast to the specifIcabsorbed
fraction,the absorbedfractionis dimensionlessand rangesin
numericalvaluefrom0 to 1. Therelationbetweenthe absorbed
fractionandthespecificabsorbedfractionis givenby (22)

4@=p J @(r)dV.l@r)=

h@= nE.

Eq.1

Eq.2

The quantityA is the source activity,@ is the energy emitted per
unit cumulated activity defined in Equation 2; 4(r) is the point
isotropic specific absorbed fraction, n is the numberof photons
per nuclear transformation and E is the photon energy. For pho
tons

c1(r)= [@ @?e

where!LeniSthelinearphotonenergy-absorptioncoefficientatthe
source energy, p is the mass density, and@ is the linear photon
attenuationcoefficient.The factors in squarebracketsin Equation
3 represent the contribution of primaiy photons to the absorbed
dose rate. Units associated with the various quantities in Equa
tions 1â€”3are providedby Berger(13)and the MIRDCommittee
(18).ThequantityB@@(px)istheenergyabsorptionbuildupfactor,
a dimensionlessfunctionwhichtakesintoaccountthecontribu
tion of scattered photons to the absorbeddose rate.

Berger(13)used a momentmethodfor numericalcalculations
of the buildupfactor for photon energies rangingfrom 15 keV to
3 MeV and distances from the source ranging from 0.05 to 20
mean free paths. At each photon energy, the buildup factor was
also expressed in terms ofa ten-term polynomial. As discussed by
Berger(13), it wouldbe moreconvenientto approximatethe
buildupfactorby otherformulasinvolvingfewernumericalpa
rameters. This has been achieved in the present work. It was
shownsubsequently(19) thatBerger'sresults(13)wereconsis
tentwithMonteCarlocalculationsofthe photontransportinlarge
soft-tissuevolumes.

In the presentwork, tabulatedvaluesof the buildupfactors
wereanalyticallyrepresentedby thefunction

B@(@r)= 1 + [c1(@r)+ c@r)2 + c@(@r)3]e @r,Eq. 4

andthefittingcoefficientsc1to c4werecomputedfromthetabu
lated values of@ usinga nonlinearleast-squaresfittingproce
dure(20,21).For @r= 0, thisfunctionsatisfiestherequirementof
being equal to unity. It also satisfies the requirement of increasing
linearlywith @rfor smallvaluesof pi (13).The expressionfor@
in Equation 4 is similar to that used for calculating absorbed
fractionsfor smallvolumescontainingphoton-emittingradioac
tivity (22). A principal difference between the expression for@
in the presentworkandthatwhichwas previouslyused is the
coefficientc4 in the exponent of Equation4. The presence of this
coefficient removes the small-volume constraint and, as shown in
theresultssection,absorbed-dosecalculationsbasedonEquation
4 can be made for any finite volume.

Eq.6

From Equations 3â€”6it follows that the absorbed fraction for
photonsmaybe writtenin theform

4@=@ J @-iir@ [c1(@r)+c@r)@+c@(@r)3]eC@@}dV.
Eq.7

Theevaluationofthisintegralforsphericalgeometiyisoutlinedin
the appendixandexplicit formulasarepresentedfor the absorbed
fraction as a function of distance from the center within and

Eq. 3 outside of spheres containing uniform distributions of activity.

Beta Pa@des
According to the MIRD schema (13,18), the absorbed-dose

rateforbetaparticlesmaybe writtenin theform

t@(r)= A@Ip(r), Eq.8

whereA is thesourceactivityandA = n@Eav(n@is thenumberof
betaparticlespernucleartransformationandE@,is theweighted
average beta particle energy). The quantity (I)@(r)is the point
isotropicspecificabsorbedfractionfor beta particles.The ab
sorbed-dose distributions for beta particles in Berger's tables (14)
were compiledin termsof a scaled absorbed-dosedistribution
function, F@), that is a function ofthe ratio@ = r/r@. The relation
betweenF@) and @(r)isgivenby

Fp(@)/rg@= 4irpr@@(r). Eq.9

FromEquations8 and9 andtheresultsin Leichneret al. (11), it
followsthatthebetaparticledoseratemayalsobe writtenas

F@(@Ir@ 0(r)
Ã”@(r)= A@ 4irpr2 = A@@ Eq. 10

In (11) it was shown that the ratio F@)/r@ for beta particles was
accurately represented by the function

0(r) = G@{e@ + [d1(jilr) + d@'r)@ +

Eq.11

whered1to d4arefittingcoefficientswhichwereobtainedfroma
least-squares fit, and @i'is the apparent absorption coefficient for
beta particles (3). In Equation 11, the quantity G@is defined by

Go= G(r = 0) = F@(0)/r@. Eq.12

Foravolumesourceofbetaparticles,theabsorbeddoseratemay
be written in the form

Ã”@(r)= Eq.13

where 4@(r)is the absorbed fraction for beta particles. From
Equations 6, 10 and 11 it follows that the absorbed fraction may be
calculated from
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Energy(Me@l)Clc@c@C40.0150.247â€”0.02980.003210.1460.020.552â€”0.05150.006310.1350.031

.320.001000.002970.04960.042.480.1140.001420.0006850.052.830.6320.006620.0006880.062.681.120.06650.0007010.082.401210.1520.0007280.102.280.9790.2150.0007320.151.720.7630.1840.0007820.201.580.6020.1280.002000.301

.220.5640.05390.001200.401.160.5020.02080.005590.501

.070.4090.009640.005610.601.100.3280.01310.0201o.ao1

.050.2540.01400.04291.000.9600.1930.01520.05601.500.9210.1220.007750.06132.000.8090.07860.007490.07163.000.7450.06710.005960.0785

TABLE I
NumencalValues of the FittingCoefficientsc1, c@c@,and c4for Photons

the sphere and that the spherical source is inside an ab
sorber of the same density and composition. The dimen
sions of the absorber are assumed to be large in compari
son with the mean free path of photons. To test the
analytical approach employed in this work, a comparison
was made with the results of Monte Carlo calculations for
spherical geometiy. Brownell et al. (19) have employed
Monte Carlo calculations to obtain absorbed fractions for
central point sources in large unit-density spheres ranging
in mass from 2 to 200 kg. The corresponding radii range
from 7.82 to 36.3 cm.

Ellett and Humes (22) used a combination of Monte

FIGURE 1. Comparisonof Berger'svalues of B@) for InNial
photon energies 010.015 (trlan@es),0.03 (squares) and 0.5 (circles)
MeVand calculations accorcing to Equation 4. For E@ 0.@ M8V,
differences between tabulated and fittedvalues ranged from 0.05%
to 4.8%. For the two lowest Initialphoton energies (0.015 and 0.02
MeV),tabulatedvaluesosdlletetor@r 13.Forthesevalues of@ir
the maximumpercentdifferencewas 15%.Atsmallerdistances,the
percentdifferencesare inthe sane rangeastorthe higherenergies.

I. e'@
4'@=GoJ -@@;@-{1+[d1(ilr)+d@'r)2

+ d3(i.ilr)3]e@ (d@â€”l)M'r} dV. Eq. 14

Theintegrandsin Equations7 and14areof the samefunctional
form. Therefore, the evaluation of these integrals is the same for
photons as it is for beta particles.

RESULTS

Photons
Values of the fitting coefficients c1 to c4 obtained from a

least-squares fit of the expression for B@0(@r)in Equation 4
to the tabulatedvalues (13) are summarizedin Table 1 for
photon energies rangingfrom0.015 to 3 MeV. As discussed
by Berger (13), the energy grid is fine enough for interpo
lation to other source energies. For E 0.03 MeV differ
ences between tabulated and fitted values of B@@(@r)were
less than 5% (range 0.05%â€”4.8%)for all @r.Values of
B0@(@r)forthetwolowestphotonenergies,0.015and0.02
MeV, in Berger's (13) tables tend to oscillate at large
distances from the source (@ir 13). This may due to
roundoff in the calculations or to oscillations in the poly
nomial representation (23). At these two lowest photon
energies, the maximum difference was 15% for @r 13. As
discussed in (13), at large distances from the point source
the dose rate is low and small oscillations in B@(@r) are
without practical consequence. At smaller distances, the
percent differences were in the same range as those for
higher energies (0.03 MeV). This is depicted in Figure 1
for photon energies of 0.015, 0.03 and 0.5 MeV.

Analytical calculations of absorbed fractions for sphen
cal volume sources ofphotons are outlined in the Appendix
by integration of Equation 7. In these calculations it is
assumed that the activity is uniformly distributed within

0.1 1 10 20

DISTANCE(sir)FROMPOINTSOURCE
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FIGURE 2. ComparIsonof MonteCarlocalculationsof the ab
sorbed fr@ion in the center of spherical source volumes and corn
putations according to Equations A22 to ,@25.The InftIaIphoton
energies are Indicated in the figure. The redil of the spheres range
from 0.62 to 36.3 cm. For unit density, the corresponding messes
range from 0.001 to 200 kg. Circles are from Table 3 in (22) and
squares fromTable5 in (29). Values of the coefficientsrequiredfor
the calculationswere obtained by graphical interpolationofthe data
InTable1.Thisyielded:c1 = 1.06,c@= 0.276,c@= 0.0123,c4 =
0.0283.Valuesof /hand@ in (22)were used incalculations.

Carlo and analytical techniques to determine the absorbed
fraction for central point sources in small unit-density
spheres with radii ranging from 0.62 to 4.92 cm. These
results are summarized in Figure 2 for 0.03-MeV and 0.662-
MeV photons and compared with analytical calculations
based on Equations AS and A22-A25 in the Appendix. The
photon energies in Figure 2 were chosen for display be
cause 0.03 MeVwas the lowest energy considered by Ellett
and Humes (22) and 0.662 MeV would appear to be an
upper limit to photon energies that are of interest in nuclear
medicine dosimetiy. The agreement between Monte Carlo
calculations and the analytical approach at other photon
energies is equally good. These results validate the func
tional form of B@@(pr)in Equation 4 and the derivations in
the appendix.

The variation of the absorbed fraction for photon ener
gies of 0.015 and 0.02 MeV as a function of radius in the
range from 0.1 to 10 cm is shown in Figure 3. For both
energies, the absorbed fractions in the center and on the
surface were plotted because these two values represent
the maximum variation in absorbed fraction for each spher
ical radius. For 0.015-MeV photons, the absorbed fraction
in the center of the sphere is close to its maximum value of
unity for spheres with a radius of 2 cm; the corresponding
radius for 0.02-MeV photons is about 5 cm. if the radius is
sufficiently large such that the absorbed fraction in the
center is close to unity, then the absorbed fraction on the
surface is approximately 65% of that in the center. For
small spheres, the absorbed fraction on the surface is about
50% of that in the center. AbSOrbed fractions for 0.03- and
0.5-MeV photons and radii ranging from 0.1 to 40 cm are
presented in Figure 4. At these higher energies, the ab

FiGURE 3@ Vatiationof the absorbedtractionInthe center (so'd
lines) and on the surfar@e(dashed lines) of spheres as a functionof
radius for initialphoton energies ofO.015and 0.02 MeV.The center
to-surfacevariationInabsorbedfractionIsthe same as the center
to-surface absorbed-dose gradient

sorbed fraction in the center approaches unity at radii of
about 10 cm and 40 cm for 0.03- and 0.5-MeV photons,
respectively. The range of photon energies in Figures 3 and
4 includes many that are of interest in nuclear medicine
dosimetry. Additional curves can be generated from the
data in Table 1 and by interpolation.

Figure 5 shows the variation of the absorbed fraction as
a function of distance from the center of a spherical source
with a radius of 5 cm and photon energies ranging from
0.015 to 0.3 MeV. For this source radius and photon ener
gies, the variation is small in the interior. However, the
absorbed fraction decreases exponentially near the bound
ar), and outside the spherical source volume. Absorbed
dose rates for the same photon energies and radius are
depicted in Figure 6. In this figure, the activity concentra
tion was taken to be the same for each photon energy so
that the relative magnitudes of the absorbed-dose rates

FIGURE 4. VarIationofthe absorbedfractionInthe center (solid
lines)and on the surface (dashed lines)ofspheres withradiiranging
from0.1 to 40 cm. The Initialphoton energies are 0.03 and 0.5 MeV.
For 0.5 MeVphotons, the absorbed traction In the center ap
proaches unityfor a radius of about 40 cm.
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FIGURE 5. The absorbedfrartlonas a functionof distancefrom
the center of a sphere witha radius of 5 cm. The absorbed fractions
are nearly constant in the interiorof the sphere but decrease expo
nervtlallynearthe surface and onthe OUtSIdeOfthesphere. The initial
photon energies are Indicated Inthe figure.

depend only on photon energy and the variation of the
absorbed fraction as a function of distance from the center
of the sphere.

B@a Pa@des
According to Equation 14, calculations of the absorbed

fraction for beta particles require a knowledge of the ab
sorption coefficient @â€˜.A compilation of attenuationcoef
ficients for 14 beta particle point sources in a tissue-equiv
alent medium (24) was used to determine the energy
dependence of gil. The energies of the point sources ranged
from 0.0057 MeV(3H) to 1.43 MeV (â€˜Â°@Rh).These data and
a nonlinear least-squares fit are displayed in Figure 7. The
energy dependence of the absorptioncoefficientwas deter
mined to be

FIGURE 6@ Absorbed-dose rates as a functionof distance from
the center of the same sphere and InItialphoton energies as in
Figure 5. The concentration of activitywithinthe sphere is the same
for each photon energy. Under these conditions, the relative meg
nitude of absorbed-dose rate depends only on energy. Conse
quently,0.34.1eVphotons willprovidethe higher dose rate Inspite of
having the smallest absorbed traction (Fig.5).

FIGURE 7. Energydependence of the absorptioncoefficient @â€˜.
Circlesrepresentthe data ki (24).The linerepresentscalculations
basedonEquation15.

/L â€˜ 0.474 E@ 2.0@ 5.80 EÂ°@. Eq.15

This formula is simpler than one previously used (3) and,
as shown in Figure 7, provides a good fit over the entire
energy range.

The fitting coefficients d1 to d4 for eight selected radio
nucides, obtained from a nonlinear least-squares fit of
Equation 11 to tabulated point-source data (14), are sum
marized in Table 2. These radionucides were chosen be
cause they are of interest in radionucide therapy
(6, 7,10,14 17) and radiobiology (25,26) and because they
span a wide rangeof energies. For completeness, values of
the corresponding absorption coefficients are included in
this table. It was shown by Leichner et al. (11) that the
fitting coefficients in Table 2 yield excellent agreement with
tabulated point source data (14) over the entire energy
range and for a wide range of distances from point sources.
Additionally, it was shown (11) that absorbed dose-rate
calculationsbasedonthefunction0(r)wereinagreement
with available results (9) for beta particles. Fitting coeffi
cients in Equation 11 for additional radionucides can be
computed from tabulatedpoint-source kernels (1Z14).

As the integrands in Equation 7 and 14 are of the same
functionalform, the formulas derived for photons in the
Appendix can be applied to beta particles by making the
simple substitutions given.

It has been demonstrated in some experimental (27) and
human studies (28) that the administration of @Â°Y-labeled
antibodies leads to improved tumor responses as compared
to the treatment of the same tumors with the same anti
bodies but labeled with â€˜@â€˜I.This may be due to greater
initial absorbed-dose rates and more uniform absorbed
dose distributions achieved with @Â°Ythan â€˜@â€˜Ibeta parti
des. However, for sufficiently small tumors, the absorbed
fraction of@Â°Ybeta particles will be smaller than that of â€˜@â€˜I
beta particles because ofthe lower energy ofthe latter. The
methodology presented in this work permits analyticalcal
culations of the tumor volume for which absorbed-dose
rates from high-energy beta particles become equal to

10

DISTANCE(cm) FROMCENTER
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@L'Radlonuclided1d@d@,,d4(cm@/g)3H0.581â€”0.2580.2401

.3615,000l4@â€”0.5850.7220.01

.3634036sâ€”1

.030.7340.01.433001311â€”1.121.090.01.4440111Agâ€”0.5641.380.01.4518@P1

.000.3501 .491.6692Qoy0.6840.1141.381.596.61Â°@Rh1

.010.4901 .401 .6142

TABLE 2
Numerical Values of the Fitting Coefficients d1, d@,d3, d4 and Absorption Coefficients for Selected Beta Particle Emitters

those from low-energy beta particles. At and below this
volume, high-energy beta particles provide no dose-rate
advantage over low-energy beta particles. This is demon
strated in Figure 8 which shows absorbed-dose rate cwves
for @Â°Yand 1311beta particles at the center of spheres with
radii ranging from 0.01 to 1 cm. The two curves intersect at
0.08 cm. For this radius, the absorbedfractionof @Â°Ybeta
particles is sufficiently smaller than that of 1311beta parti
des for the absorbed-dose rates inside the sphere to be
come equal. This result is consistent with semi-quantitative
conclusions based on numerical methods (17).

Noninvasively detectable tumors are, in general, consid
erably larger than those just discussed. For these tumors,
high-energybeta particles can offer considerable dose-rate
advantages over low-energy beta particles. If the beta par
tide energy is completely absorbed in the interior of a
tumor, which is generally the case for tumors with a radius
of 0.5 cm or greater, the ratio of absorbed-dose rates is
equal to the ratio ofbeta particle energies. For example, for
equal activity concentrations, the absorbed-dose rate from
90'k'beta particles in the interior of such a tumor would be
about five times that from 1311beta particles.

The formulasfor absorbed fractions of spherical source

FiGURE8. Absorbed-doseratesfor1311and @Â°Ybetaparticlesin
the center of spheres with radli ranging from 0.01 to 1 cm. The
concentration of 1311and @YInside the spheres Is taken to be the
same. Due to the difference in beta particle energies of these radi
onudides, the curves intersect at a radius of 0.08 cm.

volumes may also be applied to obtain absorbed-dose es
timateson the cellularand subceliularlevels. For example,
the cell nucleus has been modeled as a spherewith a radius
of 4 to 5 pm to obtain absorbed-doseestimates for tritiated
thymidine assumed to be uniformly incorporated in the
nucleus (25,26). There has been considerable discussion
(26) about the uniformity of the absorbed-dose distribution
in this model. The results in Figure 9 demonstrate that the
absorbed fraction of tritium (3H) is maximum (unity)
throughout most of the nucleus and decreases to 0.5 on the
surface. Consequently, the absorbed dose in this model
will be uniform throughout most of the nucleus.

DISCUSSION

The results presented in this article have shown that
tabulated absorbed-dose distributions around point
sources of photons (13) andbeta particles (14) inwater can
be represented analyticallyby relatively simple functions.
Moreover, the point-source functions for photons and beta
particles have the same radial dependence on distance
from a point source. Consequently, calculations of ab
sorbed-dose rate and dose can be made in a unified manner
for photons and beta particles. The formulas for absorbed

FIGURE 9. VarIationinthe absorbedfractionfor3HInsidea cell
nucleus, modeled as a sphere of radius pnt The absorbed fraction
isatitsma,dmumvalueof 1throughoutmostofthenucleus.There
fore, the absorbed-dose rate willbe constant for most of this model
nucleus.
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fractions were evaluated explicitly for spherical geometry
to determine absorbed dose rates as a function of distance
from the center within and outside of spherical source
volumes. As shown in the Appendix, a unified approach to
photon and beta particle dosimetry provides considerable
calculational advantages because only a few parameters
need to be changed in applying formulas to both photons
andbeta particles. This should prove particularlyuseful for
tumor dosimetry in radionucide therapy. Additionally, the
solutions presented in the Appendix can be used to calcu
late absorbed dose rates for any finite volume, including
those that are of interest in radiobiologicalinvestigations.

Absorbed fractions for photons have usually been cx
pressed as a simple ratio of the photon energy absorbed by
the target-to-the photon energy emitted by the source.
Therefore, it was possible to only compare the analytical
solution for the absorbed fraction at the center of spheres
withMonteCarlocalculations(19,22).Theagreementbe
tween the two methods ofcalculation (Fig. 2) has validated
the approach used in this study, consistent with the dose
reciprocity theorem (3). The dose reciprocity theorem
states that the absorbed dose at a point due to a uniform
distribution of activity equals the mean absorbed dose in
this volume due to the same activity concentrated at that
point. Hence, the absorbed fraction in the center of a
sphere containinga uniformdistributionof activity is equal
to the absorbed fraction for a central point source in that
sphere.

The results have also demonstrated(Figs. 3â€”6)thatthere
are absorbed-dose gradients in going from the center of a
spherical source to the surface. Consequently, the ab
sorbed fractions for photons are more than simple ratios,
and the variation of the absorbed fraction as a function of
distance from the center should be included in absorbed
dose calculations. Absorbed-dose gradients have not been
taken into account in availabletables of S factors (30). It is
currently not known how much of an effect on absorbed
dose calculations such gradients would have for various
source-and-target configurations.

The advantage of point-source functions and analytical
solutions of dosimetry problems is that calculations can be
made rapidlyandwithout approximation.All of the numer
ical results presented in Figures 1â€”9were obtained on a
personal computer. Of course, analytical solutions are pos
sible for only a few geometries such as spheres, cylinders,
line and plane sources (1â€”6,89,11).For irregularvolumes
and nonuniform activity distributions, numerical methods
need to be employed (7,17).

The results for beta particles presented in this article
demonstrate explicitly that the MIRD schema (18) is not
limitedto macrodosimetiy and that model calculations can
be made for any finite volume, including the cell nucleus.
Moreover, the analytical point-source function technique
developed in this article is not limited to beta emitters in
Berger's tables (14). The same method of analysis can be
applied to other publications on absorbed-dose distribu
tions for beta particles (1231).

APPENDIX

The purposeof this appendixis to outlinethe derivationof
formulas for absorbed fractions for spherical geometry.

Photons
According to Equation 7, for photons this requires an evalua

tion of the integral

4,=1@cnJ@ Ã·[c1(@r)+c@r)@+c@&r)@]eC@L1}dv.
Eq.A1

Thegeometryis well understood(1,5,25,26)anddepictedinFig
ure 10. The absorbed dose is to be calculated at a point P located
at a distanceb fromthecenterof a sphereof radiusa. Figure10
shows geometric configurationsfor P outside and inside the
sphere.Thevolumeelementsinsideandoutsidethe sphereare
definedas follows:
Inside

dV=4zrr@dr 0@raâ€”b Eq.A2

dV=(irr/b)[a2â€”(bâ€”r)2]dr aâ€”b<ra+b Eq.A3

and outside

dV=(,rr/b)[a@â€”(b-r)@)dr ab. Eq.A4

To makethe derivationmoretractable,EquationAl is divided
intofourparts:

4?=/Lcn1@04'i Eq.A5

with
e@ @L1

@o= J ;;;i dv, Eq. A6

C@ c@r

4'l = J@ c1(ja) dv, Eq. A7

e
4@2=J-@-c2(/hr)@cIv@ Eq.A8

(a)

FiGURE10. Notationused
Inthe definitionof volumeele
maMa dV and the dedvation of
equations k)the appendiL The
absorbeddose is calculatedat
point P which is at a distance b
from the center of a sphere of
radius a (a and b depict the
configurations with p outside
and Inside the sphere, respec
@vety).
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(b)



Thephotonabsorbedfractioninsidethe sphereas a functionof
thedistanceb fromthe centeris obtainedby summingover the

@ A9 lastfourequationsandmaltip@yingby@ as indicatedinEquation
Â£@M. A5.

and
I- @-c@r

@3= J i;?- c@(@r?civ.

InEquationsA7toA9,c= 1 +c4.Foradditionaltractabilityand
consistent with the volume elements defined above, it is useful to
distinguishbetweenthe absorbedfractioninsideandoutsidethe
sphere.FromEquationsA2,A3andA6it followsthat the expres
sionfor@ insidethesphereinvolvesintegralsof thetype

fa@bCMI 1 fa+b[a2(br)@]
I â€”dr+â€” I C-Mr@ Eq.A10
Jo r @Jaâ€”b r

Thisrequirestheevaluationof anintegralof theform

fa+be@@ i@oo e@@&r i-a, c_Mr
I â€”dr=I â€”dr-I â€”dr.

Jaâ€”b T iaâ€”b r ia+b r

It hasbeenshown(1,5,11)that

Ia-beMrdr=

where E1 is the exponential integral (29). Hence, Equation All
becomes

fa+b c_Mr1 â€”dr=E@[@(aâ€”b)]â€”E@[p(a+b)].Eq.A13
Jaâ€”b r

Innumericalcomputations,Formulas5.1.53and5.1.54in(29)are
useful.TheremainingintegralsinEquationsA6-A9areintegrable
in closed formusingstandardformulas.Afterrearrangingand
simplifying terms, the following expression is Obtained for 4i@
insidethesphere,4@@,(ins):

@Wins)= @â€”@{4@b+ [1 + @(aâ€”b)]e M(a+b) [1 + @(a-I-b)]

. e@ M(a - b)@@ a2â€”b2 {E1[j.&(a â€”b)] â€”E1[@(a + b)]@ Eq. A14

Thisresultis consistentwithpreviouswork(1,5).Theremaining
terms for the absorbedfractioninsidethe sphere are:

41(ins)=@ {2c@b+ (1 + ci.@a@ecM(a+b)@ cM(a- b)i@,

4@2(ins)= @4@2{4cib + [c@a(a + b) + c@&(3a+ b) 4-3]

qS3(ins)= @5@2{l2c@b4-[43a(a + b? + c@(5a@+ b2

+ @2@2(5@2+ b2 â€”6ab) + 6cp;(2a â€”b) 4- l2]e cM(a- b)@@
Eq.A17

Evaluationofthe integralsfor the absorbedfractionoutsidethe
sphere proceeds in the same manner as inside, with limits of
integration ranging from b - a to b + a (26). The results are:

1
@out)=@ @[lâ€”@(bâ€”a)]e M(b+a)

a2 b2
â€”[1 b+a)]eM(â€•@}+

4b

.@ â€”a)] â€”E@[@(b + a)]@, Eq. A18

Eq. A19

â€” [c@M2a(a â€” b) 4- c@t(b â€” 3a) + 3)e CM(b a)@, Eq. A20

43(out) =@ @[c@La(a+ b)@4- @2@2(5@2+ b2 + 6a1,)

4- 6c1L(2a4-b) + 12)c CM(a- b)@ _ 43@ a?

4- c2;L2(5a2+ b2 â€”6ab) + 6c@i(bâ€”2a) + 12Je CM(b
Eq. A21

Thephotonabsorbedfractionoutsidethe sphereis obtainedby
carrying out the summation indicated in Equation A5.

In specialcases, the formulasfor absorbedfractionssimplify
considerably.The absorbedfractionat the center of a sphere is
ObtainedfromEquationsAl4-A17 by takingthe limitas b ap
proacheszero. This leads to the followingrelations:

1
@cent)= â€”(1 â€”e Ma), Eq.@

Cl
41(cent) = â€” [1 â€”(1 4-c@a)e C$@], Eq. A23

@(cent)= @;{2â€”[(cpa? + 2(c@@a+ l)]e

Eq. A24

43(cent)=@ {6â€”[6 + c@a(c@2a24-3c@a+ 6)]e c@&a@
C@L

Eq. A25

4@0(surf)= @-@r-(e 2@a@ 2ia@ 1), Eq. A26

Cl
Eq. All 41(out)=@ [(1@ ci.@a)e@@ a) (1 ci.@a)eCM(b- a)]@

C2
@(out)=@ 114a(a + b) + c@(3a+ b) + 3]e@@ b)

Eq. A12

Eq. A15

. e cM(a + b) [c@.t2a(a â€”b) 4- c@(3a â€”b) + 3]e CM(aâ€”b)@,

4- 6ab) + 6C/h(2a+ b) + 12Je cM(a+ b) [@3M3a(aâ€”b?

Eq. A16 As theradiusa goes to zero, the lastfourequationsCorrectlygo
tozero.Thephotonabsorbedfractioninthecenteris Obtainedby
substituting the last four equations in Equation A5.

The absorbedfractionon the surfaceof a sphereis obtained
fromEquationsA14-A17 or Al8-A21 by settinga = b. This
yislds
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4i(surf) = [(1 + c@a)e - 2c@a@ c@a â€”1],
24 a

4@2(@) = @4@@2a[2c@a â€”3 + (2c@2a2 + 4c@a + 3)e

3c3@ 2
4@3(sm-f)= â€”r@@ â€”2 + â€”(c@.&a)3

@ a@ @c@a?Â±3c@a+ 2@ 2cMa} Eq.@9

Beta Partlcls
FromEquations14 andA5 it followsthatthe absorbedfrac

tions for beta particles may be written as

= Go Â± 4)

4) = J c-Mr dV,

e
4@)= J 4irr2 d1(@ilr)dv,

C@

4@2) J 417.1.2 d2(@ â€˜r)2d@,

e d@'r
4@)= J 417-r2d3(p@'r)3dv.

FromEquationsA6â€”A9andMiâ€”AMit followsthattheexpres
sions given above for the photon absorbed fractionswithin, out
side, inthecenter,andon thesurfaceof a spheremaybe applied
directly to beta particlespmvided that the following substitutions
aremade:@ -.d1,c@-+
d2,@@ d3andc â€”.d4.
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